
Mrs. Marlene Buckeridge 

Report for Our Cats – Cumberland Cat Club Show 11
th

 October 2008 

 

Many thanks to Jenny and Ian for inviting me to the Cumberland Show again – I had a 

most enjoyable day in the company of Peter Collin. 

 

Original Foreign SH Grand Champion Female 

 

GR.CC  STARK’S CH. DUSHENKA TASHABELLA (16a) F 

17.12.05  Russian female of very good size, weight and condition.  Had a little 

grumble but generally handled well.  Mid to light blue coat, fairly sound with a lovely 

overall silvery sheen.  Her coat is short and dense.  Large ears with good setting.  

Short wedge, flat skull, angle and slight slope to nose.  Level bite and very good firm 

chin. Showing some whisker pads. Eyes better shape when relaxed, light green in 

colour.  Elegant body and limbs.  Tail of balanced length, tapering and with faint rings 

at the tip. 

 

2
nd

 R w/h THOMSON’S CH. SALADIN SOFTNGENTLE (23) F 25.4.06  

Usual Aby female matching her name for temperament.  Gentle contours to her head 

with good rounding of brow to top of head.  Fairly large ears with fair width between.  

Inner edges furry and tufted.  Ears are held a little forward.  Slight nose break.  

Muzzle a little narrow.  Deep level chin but unfortunately marginally overshot bite.  

Eyes are rather full almond shape, slightly oriental set, fair width apart – amber in 

colour.  Well built medium sized body.  Slender legs and oval feet.  Tail is thick at the 

base with a slight taper.  Coat is short with 4 bands of ticking but feels a little soft.  

Fairly clear facial pigmentation lines, paler fur around the eyes.  Darker colour to ear 

edges.  Chin, lips and nostrils cream.  No necklets.  Shows a darker line of ticking 

along the spine to black tail tip.  Black extends a short way up the hock.  Ruddy 

orange undercoat with black ticking.  Red nose leather. 

 

Original Foreign SH Grand Premier Male 

 

GR. CC  KELSALL’S GR. PR. PONTABY PASTICCIO (23a) MN 

13.8.05  A little naughty and noisy to handle.  Good Aby expression.  Rounded 

contours to head with a moderate wedge shape.  Wide between the ears.  Slight 

indentation at the muzzle.  Slight nose break although nose rolls off at the end.  Bite 

appeared level with some missing teeth.  Ears are set wide apart, large with very long 

tufts and furry inner edge.  Eyes, rounded almond shape, set well apart in a slightly 

oriental setting.  Clear green colour.  A very strong male, lithe and muscular with 

slender limbs and oval feet.  Tail is thicker at the base, reaching the shoulders. Coat is 

short and dense with a good texture (not too soft or too harsh).  Clear facial 

pigmentation lines, paler fur around the eyes.  Colour to the chin, lips and nostrils.  

Colour extending about a third the way up the hock.  Darker line of ticking from the 

back of the head, along the spine to the black tail tip.  Overall Rich golden brown 

appearance with ruddy orange basecoat and black ticking. 

 

R  MURPHY’S GR. PR. ADMONSH DEVILS ADVOCATE (33 31s)  

A big mature looking Cornish gentleman.  Long body and limbs.  Long tapered tail 

which is well covered.  Large ears set rather high on the head, wide at the base.  

Medium wedge with high cheekbones.  Large, slightly rounded eyes, top line almost 



straight.  Flat skull curving gently to almost straight nose.  Bite appeared level but 

only incisors left.  Short, soft coat completely covered with slightly “untidy” curls. 

Wavy whiskers.  Handled beautifully. 

 

Russian Blue Adult Male 

 

1
ST

 CC & BOB PHILLIPS SITHEE BUTTERCUPJOE (16a) M 12.4.07  A 

lovely young Russian male with a wonderful temperament.  Very good ears for size 

and set.  Flat skull, angle.  Nose a little long, slight slope.  Good chin and level bite 

although dentition a little untidy.  Slightly longer but balanced wedge.  Good whisker 

pads.  Almond shaped eyes of light green colour.  Very clear, almost sound mid blue 

coat of good density.  Soft to the touch.  Long tapered tail with 3 ghost tabby rings at 

the tip. 

 

2
ND

  STARK’S DUSHENKA XANDER (16a) M 5.1.08  Just over nine 

months and of excellent size and weight.  He came out first of all but quickly decided 

we weren’t the flavour of the month so we returned him to his pen before a full 

assessment could really be made.  So, visually in his pen he had large vertically set 

ears, pale green almond shaped eyes and fair whisker pads.  Short wedge with good 

width at the muzzle. Lighter blue coat which is soft and plushy.  Had I been able to 

assess him properly it may well have changed the result because he appeared to be 

very nice with a good Russian look. 

 

Russian Blue Adult Female 

 

1
st
 CC  STARK’S CH. DUSHENKA XARIABELLA (16a) F 5.1.08  Litter 

sister to the above boy.  Good size, weight and condition and handled well.  Quite 

large vertically set ears.  Short wedge, showing some whisker pads.  Elegant legs and 

oval paws.  Tapered tail with a few rings at the tip.  Medium blue coat colour, very 

good for soundness and of good density.  Pale green almond shaped eyes.  Slight dip 

to nose which rolls off at the end.  Level bite, chin slopes a little.    

 

Russian Blue Kitten Male 

 

1
ST

 BOB W/H  PHILLIPS’ MELKELTER MISTA-ANATOLI (16a) M 

28.5.08  A gentle easy-going boy of super size and weight – in excellent condition. 

Large ears which are vertically set but a little too close together.  Eyes rather small 

and deep set although good width between them.  Colour still changing.  Medium 

wedge and skull still rounded at this stage.  Nose rather long and too straight.  Level 

bite and shallow but level chin. Still kitten coated at the moment, soft to the touch and 

lots of ghost tabby markings.  Medium blue colour and fairly sound.  A poppet to 

handle.  BOB withheld on over straight nose and small eyes. 

 

Russian Blue Kitten Female 

 

1
ST

  LECK & JENKINS’ EDISON SOLO SAPHIRE (16a) F 22.6.08  A 

very young baby girl who was not very happy to be handled.  Short wedge but slightly 

out of balance at the moment, needing time to develop.  Medium sized ears of fairly 

good setting.  Slight whisker pads.  Eyes are still changing colour – almond in shape.  



Quite a plushy kitten coat, soft, fairly sound.  Tapered tail.  Still has lots of ghost 

tabby which is to be expected at her age. 

 

Usual Abyssinian Kitten Female 

 

1
ST

 & BOB CLARKE’S ABDERUS ARIADNE (23) F 28.3.08  A lovely six 

months old Usual girl who has a good Abyssinian expression.  Happier in her pen.  

Moderate wedge head with rounding from brow to top of head.  Wide between the 

ears.  Ears are large and follow the line of the head wedge.  Slight indentation at the 

muzzle.  Slight nose break.  Level bite and firm deep chin.  Ears are set wide apart and 

are large, cupped and pricked.  Inner edges furry.  Eyes are set well apart, very 

expressive.  Large rounded almond shape with a slightly oriental setting.  Changing 

colour with amber outer ring and greenish centre at the moment.  Lithe and muscular 

body.  Slender legs and small oval feet.  Tail is slightly thicker at the base, tapering 

and reaches the shoulder.  Coat is short and dense, slightly silky at the moment and 

distinctly ticked.  Clear facial pigmentation lines, lighter fur around the eyes.  Darker 

edge to ears.  Chin. lips and nostrils are just lighter than the colour of the base hair.  

Darker line of ticking from the head, along the spine to black tail tip.  Colour extends 

well up the hock.  Rich ruddy orange base coat colour with black ticking.  

 

2
ND

  KELSALL’S PONTABY LUCIANA (23) F 20.2.08  Another very 

nice Usual female, 7 months, although not happy out of pen today.  Head has gentle 

rounded contours.  Brow rounded to top of head.  Nose has a slight break and small 

bump.  Slightly rounded muzzle.  Bite level although chin falls off a little.  Ears of 

good size but could be wider apart – tending to hold them a bit high.  Ears are tufted 

with furry inner edges.  Eyes looking rather full, but could have been her mood, 

would prefer more width between them.  Yellow colour at the moment.  A well fed 

strong kitten and well grown. Slender legs and oval feet.  Tail reaches the shoulder, is 

thicker at the base and tapered.  Short, close lying coat which is fine, slightly silky 

feel with distinct ticking.  Very clear facial lines, paler fur around the eyes, dark eye 

liner.  Back of ear tips darker.  Chin, lips and nostrils cream.  One faint broken 

necklet.  Black tail tip.  Ruddy orange base coat and black ticking. Colour a little way 

up the hock. 

 

Blue Abyssinian Kitten Female 

 

1
ST

 & BOB MISKELLY’S GLENDAVAN OCEANA (23c) F 10.6.08  A very 

attractive young blue female who has a moderate wedge head with gentle contours.  

Ears could be a little wider apart but are of good size.  Eyes are rounded almond in 

shape, amber colour and fairly wide set.  Firm chin and level bite.  Slight break to 

nose.  Slight indentation at the muzzle.  Ears are well cupped and have fur on the 

inner edges.  Darker edge to ears and without tufts.  Slender body and legs and oval 

feet.  Coat is short and fine and lying close to the body.  Ticking more apparent on 

sides and flanks and developing on her head.  Chin, lips and nostrils cream.  Faint 

broken necklet.  Dark blue tail tip.  Darker blue ticking.  Pale mushroom undercoat on 

lower body but rather white across the shoulders and back.  Super temperament and 

condition. 

 

Lilac Abyssinian Kitten Female 

 



1
ST

 & BOB MISKELLY’S GLENDAVAN GETTA MAUVE-ON (23d) F 

17.4.08  A very nice 5 month kitten with super temperament.  Moderate wedge head 

with rounding from the brow to the top of the head.  Wide between the ears which are 

large and follow the wedge from the front.  Slightly rounded muzzle.  Slight nose 

break.  Very slight scissor bite.  Chin falls away a little.  Eyes are set well apart, 

although she tended to want to keep them closed, looked more almond than rounded 

almond, with a slight oriental slant.  Amber in colour.  Lovely shape to body and 

limbs.  Short, fine close lying coat of good density and distinctly ticked.  Chin, lips 

cream, nostrils slightly paler.  Colour extends about a third of the way up the hock.  

Slightly heavy but broken necklet.  Overall colour a warm pinkish soft grey with 

deeper dove grey ticking.   

 

Devon Rex Kitten Male 

 

1
ST

  SINCLAIR’S CLOUDBORN KITERUNNER (33a30d) M 1.4.08  

Devon male who was easy to handle – gentle and well behaved.  Fairly short broad 

wedge head with high cheekbones.  Strong muzzle and deep chin although it falls 

away.  Bite is level.  Nose a little long and lacks a stop.  Brow curves back to flat 

skull.  Very large ears, very wide at the base but need to be lower set.  Ears have 

rounded tops and tufts but without muffs.  Eyes are wide set, large and oval with slope 

to ears.  Yellow/amber colour.  Slender neck.  Muscular firm body of medium length.  

Broad chest.  Slender legs and oval paws.  Long tapered tail, well covered, waved and 

curled at the tip.  Very short dense coat, even length on body – waved and rippled on 

flanks – waves down legs.  Very broken whiskers and crinkled eyebrows.  Some 

guard hairs along spine and top of tail.  At the moment only one testicle descended. 

 

Devon Rex Kitten Female 

 

1
ST

 & BOB MAITLAND’S CLOUDBORN LARK RISE (33a31dt) F 1.4.08   

Very good Devon look to this female who handles well.  Short, broad wedge.  Very 

good high cheekbones and strong muzzle.  Chin falls away but bite is level.  Slight 

stop.  Rounded brow to flat skull.  Large, low set ears, very wide at the base and 

tapering to rounded tops.  Backs of ears well covered in fine fur.  Tufts and slight 

muffs.  Eyes are large, oval and slope towards ears.  Slender neck.  Firm, muscular 

body.  Excellent size, weight and condition.  Slim legs and oval paws.  Long tapered 

tail, well covered and waved.  Short, dense coat of even length on body.  Softly waved 

throughout.  Guard hairs can be felt on back of ears, along the spine and top of tail.  

Broken whiskers and eyebrows. 

 

2
ND

  MELLOR’S NIDORAN FINNDOLA (33a30bs) F 6.2.08  Fairly 

good Devon type but rather nervous girl.  Short, broad wedge with high cheekbones.  

Barely has a stop and brow rather lacks roundness to skull.  Level bite.  Quite large 

ears, set fairly low – wide at the base and with rounded tops, tufts and slight muffs.  

Eyes are wide set, large and oval with slope towards the ears.  Slender neck.  Firm and 

muscular body.  Slender legs and oval paws.  Long tapered tail which is well covered 

with a curl at the tip.  Coat is overall very “bristly” to the touch, very short and 

stubbly although slight waves where the coat is longer.  Tummy barely covered. 

 

Russian Blue Neuter Male 

 



1
ST

 PC & BOB COLLINS SITHEE TRUBLUAZLAN (16a) MN 3.12.04  A 

really big Russian lad who handled well.  Long and elegant boy.  Mid blue coat, fairly 

sound and quite good density.  Good overall silvery sheen to his coat.  Good sized 

well set ears.  Lovely eye shape and set and good green colour.  Slightly longer 

wedge, some whisker pads. Flat skull and angle visible.  Slight slope to nose.  Long 

tapered tail. 

 

2
ND

  FEKETY’S SHOELINA GRECHANINOV (16a) MN 23.3.07  

Another big boy with a darker blue slightly long coat.  Coat is sound and quite dense.  

Longer wedge with good whisker pads.  Rather large full deep green eyes.  Rather a 

long straight nose.  Flat skull and some angle.  Ears could be larger to balance the 

head but are fairly well set.  Slightly tense boy out of pen. 

 

Cornish Rex Neuter Male 

 

For BOB only 

 

BOB  MURPHY’S GR. PR. ADMONSH DEVILS ADVOCATE (33 31s) 

MN 6.7.01 

 

Miscellaneous Classes 

 

AV Non Breeders Adult 

 

1
st
 BRADLEY’S CH. KAMEHAHD TICKETY BOO (72 45) F 21.9.05 

 

2
nd

 KENNEDY & HIGGINS’ GR. CH. ADCINSH SOBEKOTEP 

MWSHERI (78 30s) F 2.12.04 

 

3
RD

 SAMPHIER’S APPLEJACK RHAPSODYINBLUE (48g) F 17.5.06 

 

AV Limit Adult 

 

1
ST

 STARK’S DUSHENKA XARIABELLA (16a) F 5.1.08 

 

2
ND

 POWLEY’S SPOTTICATZ DECOSPOT BLISS (76b30) F 24.4.06 

 

3
RD

 BATESON’S NEWKINGDOM NIKE (78 36) F 28.5.05 

 

Devon Rex Kitten 

 

1
ST

 MAITLAND’S CLOUDBORN LARK RISE (33a31dt) F 1.4.08 

 

2
ND

 SINCLAIR’S CLOUDBORN KITERUNNER (33a30d) M 1.4.08 

 

3
RD

 MELLOR’S NIDORAN FINNDOLA (33a30bs) F 6.2.08 

 

AV Breeders Kitten Female 

 



1
ST

 KNIGHT’S MAUOLOGY SERENITY (78 30s) F 8.4.08  Lovely girl of 

super size and weight.  Tabby M on forehead, intricate scarab and mascara lines on 

cheeks.  Beautiful clear dense random black spotting.  Legs spotted.  Good head shape 

with slightly rounded wedge, gooseberry green eye colour, parallel nose lines. Large 

rounded almond shaped eyes giving that “worried” expression. 

 

2
ND

 CLARKE’S ABDERUS ARIADNE (23) F 28.3.08 

 

3
RD

 MISKELLY’S GLENDAVAN GETTA MAUVE-ON (23d) F 17.4.08 

 

AV Debutante Neuter 

 

1
ST

 MATHER’S GAYZETTE MACIE (76 20s) FN 10.5.07 

 

AV Novice Neuter 

 

1
ST

 KILBURN’S SPINNING HARTLEY (83w) MN 12.12.06 

 

Non Pedigree 

 

AV Veteran 

 

1
ST

 JACKSON’S SIMBA (LH Ginger) MN 5yrs 6mths 

 

SH Tabby, Tabby & White Adult or Kitten 

 

1
ST

 JACKSON’S MC ALEX (SH Tabby) MN 6 yrs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


